
  

 
 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html  

People don’t always say what’s on their minds. One reason is that they are 
unwilling. For example, someone might report smoking a pack of cigarettes per 
day because they are embarrassed to admit that they smoke two. Another reason 
is that they are unable. A smoker might truly believe that she smokes a pack a day, 
or might not keep track at all. The difference between being unwilling and unable 
is the difference between purposely hiding something from someone and 
unknowingly hiding something from yourself. 

The Implicit Association Test (IAT) measures attitudes and beliefs that people may 
be unwilling or unable to report. The IAT may be especially interesting if it shows 
that you have an implicit attitude that you did not know about. For example, you 
may believe that women and men should be equally associated with science, but 
your automatic associations could show that you (like many others) associate men 
with science more than you associate women with science. 

We hope you have been able to take something of value from the experience of 
taking one or more of these tests. The link above will direct you to several IATs 
that the faculty ask that you complete.  Please complete the IATs listed on the next 
page in preparation for beginning the Program.   
 
Use the IAT mainly as an educational tool, to develop awareness of implicit 
preferences and stereotypes. For example, using the IAT to choose jurors is not 
ethical; however, it might be appropriate to use the IAT to teach jurors about the 
possibility of unintended bias. Using the IAT to make significant decisions about 
oneself or others could lead to undesired and unjustified consequences. 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html


Weight IAT  

 

Weight ('Fat - Thin' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to distinguish faces of 
people who are obese and people who are thin. It often reveals an automatic 
preference for thin people relative to fat people. 

Arab-Muslim IAT  

 

Arab-Muslim ('Arab Muslim - Other People' IAT). This IAT requires the ability 
to distinguish names that are likely to belong to Arab-Muslims versus people of 
other nationalities or religions. 

Sexuality IAT  

 

Sexuality ('Gay - Straight' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to distinguish words 
and symbols representing gay and straight people. It often reveals an automatic 
preference for straight relative to gay people. 

Gender-Science IAT  

 

Gender - Science. This IAT often reveals a relative link between liberal arts and 
females and between science and males. 

Gender-Career IAT  

 

Gender - Career. This IAT often reveals a relative link between family and 
females and between career and males. 

Age IAT  

 

Age ('Young - Old' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to distinguish old from 
young faces. This test often indicates that Americans have automatic 
preference for young over old. 

Presidents IAT  

 

Presidents ('Presidential Popularity' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to 
recognize photos of Joseph Biden and one or more previous presidents. 

Skin-tone IAT  

 

Skin-tone ('Light Skin - Dark Skin' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to recognize 
light and dark-skinned faces. It often reveals an automatic preference for light-
skin relative to dark-skin. 

Weapons IAT  

 

Weapons ('Weapons - Harmless Objects' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to 
recognize White and Black faces, and images of weapons or harmless objects. 

Asian IAT  

 

Asian American ('Asian - European American' IAT). This IAT requires the ability 
to recognize White and Asian-American faces, and images of places that are 
either American or Foreign in origin. 

Disability IAT  

 

Disability ('Disabled - Abled' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to recognize 
symbols representing abled and disabled individuals. 

Transgender IAT  

 

Transgender ('Transgender People – Cisgender People' IAT). This IAT requires 
the ability to distinguish photos of transgender celebrity faces from photos of 
cisgender celebrity faces. 

Religion IAT  

 

Religion ('Religions' IAT). This IAT requires some familiarity with religious terms 
from various world religions. 

Race IAT  

 

Race ('Black - White' IAT). This IAT requires the ability to distinguish faces of 
European and African origin. It indicates that most Americans have an 
automatic preference for white over black. 
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